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Second-order Møller-Plesset perturbation theory (MP2) is used to perform geometry optimizations on
XHX- · (H2O)n for X ) Br, I, with n ) 1 to 6 water molecules. Of particular interest is the manner in which
the solvent molecules orient themselves around the solute and which configurations are lowest in energy.
Although for most values of n, water molecules may donate all of their hydrogen atoms for hydrogen bonding
to the solute, this type of structure is the lowest in energy only for n ) 0 to 2 and is only a local minimum
for n ) 3, 4, and 6. For n ) 5, this type of structure is a saddle point. Coupled cluster single-point calculations
at the MP2 geometries are used to obtain accurate relative energies for all stationary points.
Introduction
Bihalide anions1-8 XHX- are linear anions with a hydrogen
atom placed between two halide atoms X. Interest in bihalide
anions stems from the fact that they form strong intramolecular
hydrogen bonds7-10 and they are useful for studying transition
states in the corresponding neutral species via photodetachment
experiments.11,12 Using this experimental technique, bihalide
anions can, for example, be used to study transition states for
the prototypical H exchange reactions X + HX f XH + H
because the minimum energy geometries of the anions are very
similar to the transition-state geometries of their neutral
counterparts. Therefore, photodetachment of an electron from
the anion minimum energy geometry places the system close
to the neutral transition state. This facilitates the study of the
vibrational spectroscopy of the neutral transition state by
photodetachment spectroscopy.
If solvent molecules are included in the experiments, then
one can systematically investigate the effects of increasing
numbers of solvent molecules on the transition-state dynamics.12,13
Both computational and experimental methods have been
employed to study the effects of solvent molecules on bihalide
systems.
Recently, Neumark et al. performed a combined experimental
and theoretical study of bihalide anions (BrHBr-, IHI-, and
BrHI-)12 in which they solvated these ions with small numbers
of solvent molecules, including water, with only one solute
molecule present. The experimental spectrum of the ion
hydrogen bonded to one water showed little change compared
with the spectrum of the bare ion. The computations of Neumark
et al.12 predicted two energy minima; one with the water
molecule donating each of its hydrogen atoms to the solute for
hydrogen bonding (labeled 3 in Figure 1) and another with the
water molecule placed such that only one hydrogen atom will
hydrogen bond to the anion (labeled 4 in Figure 1). This latter
structure distorts the ion geometry by pulling one halogen atom
closer to the water molecule to maximize the hydrogen bonding
interaction. Neumark et al. concluded that the experimental
spectrum of the solvated species corresponds to structure 3. This
conclusion was based on the observation that the water molecule
in structure 3 donates both of its hydrogen atoms to hydrogen
bonds and that this arrangement does not significantly alter the
geometry of the solute from the unsolvated (gas phase)
geometry. Therefore, the experimental spectrum should not
change significantly compared with the spectrum of the gas-
phase anion, as is observed. The distorted structure 4 in Figure
1 is therefore less likely to be the one observed in the
experiments.
The present work describes calculations on both BrHBr--
(H2O)n and IHI-(H2O)n with n ) 1 to 6 water molecules.
Geometry optimizations have been performed to search for the
lowest-energy structure for each value of n. The motivation for
this study is to determine the preferred solvated structures for
the solvated anions to provide insight into the interpretation of
the spectra for these more complex species.
Computational Methods
Second-order Møller-Plesset perturbation theory (MP2)14-17
was employed in geometry optimization searches for XHX--
(H2O)n (X ) Br, I and n ) 1 to 6). The 6-31++G(d,p)18-20
basis set was used for oxygen and hydrogen atoms in the
BrHBr-(H2O)n calculations, whereas the Binning-Curtiss ver-
sion of this basis set21 was used for Br. This same basis set was
also used for the oxygen and hydrogen atoms during the
IHI-(H2O)n geometry optimizations, whereas the Stevens, Basch,
Krauss, Jasien, and Cundari (SBKJC) basis set22 and the related
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Figure 1. MP2-optimized symmetric geometries of both BrHBr- and
IHI- bihalide anions 1 and 2. Structures 3 and 4 illustrate the minima
found by Newmark et al.12 for n ) 1.
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effective core potentials (ECPs) were used to describe the iodine
atoms. The general atomic and molecular electronic structure
system (GAMESS)23,24 was used for all calculations. All
structures in the figures were viewed with MacMolPlt.25
When a stationary point was reached during a geometry
optimization, the matrix of energy second derivatives with
respect to the atomic positions (Hessian) was calculated and
diagonalized to verify that the stationary point was indeed an
energy minimum (no negative eigenvalues) rather than a saddle
point (one or more negative eigenvalues). If a negative Hessian
eigenvalue (force constant) was found, then the geometry
optimization was restarted at that geometry with a tightened
optimization convergence criterion of 1 × 10-5 hartree/bohr
(default value is 1 × 10-4 hartree/bohr). This was followed by
a new Hessian calculation. The Hessian eigenvalues also provide
the zero-point energies that have been added to the calculated
energy differences.
To obtain accurate relative energies, single-point energies
were calculated, at the MP2 minimum energy geometries, with
coupled-cluster theory using single, double, and perturbative
triple excitations26 (CCSD(T)) for each local minimum. For all
CCSD(T) calculations, the all-electron 6-311++G(df,p)27-29
basis set was used for the anion as well as for the solvent
molecules. The MP2 zero-point energies were added to the
CCSD(T) single-point energies to obtain 0 K enthalpy differences.
Results
BrHBr-(H2O)n. The geometry of the gas-phase anion (n )
0) is found to be linear and symmetric (D∞h) with an H-Br
distance of 1.70 Å. This is in good agreement with Neumark et
al.,12 and the relatively short Br-H distances illustrate why
bihalide anions are considered to be examples of strong
hydrogen bonds.
For n ) 1, MP2 predicts that in the lowest-energy structure,
both hydrogen atoms of the water molecule participate in
hydrogen bonds with the anion. This C2V structure, Br1A in
Figure 2, has a 4.9 kcal/mol lower energy than Br1B (Cs
symmetry), in which the solvent water molecule acts as a
hydrogen donor in just one hydrogen bond to the anion. These
predictions are in good agreement with both of the previous
calculations and the experimental evidence.12 Structure Br1B
in Figure 2 has an essentially linear arrangement of O-H-Br-H
atoms, whereas the hydrogen bond in the higher energy species
in the Neumark work (4 in Figure 1) is nonlinear. Despite this
small difference, both studies agree upon the global minimum
structure.
Now consider structures with more than one water molecule.
In the global minimum structure for n ) 2, Br2A in Figure 2,
each water molecule donates both of its hydrogen atoms to
hydrogen bonds to the anion. If one arranges the two waters
and the solute so that all atoms lie in a common plane and both
water molecules donate both of their hydrogen atoms in
hydrogen bonds to the solute (Br2C), then there is an imaginary
vibrational mode that leads to structure Br2A.
Symmetry-adapted perturbation theory (SAPT) calculations30
were performed on the solvent molecules in their Br2A and
Br2C orientation but without the anion present to analyze the
interactions among the solvent molecules. These calculations
suggest (Table 1) that although the solvent-solvent electrostatic
energy is more positive (less attractive) for the structure resulting
from the reoptimization in the presence of the solute, the
solvent-solvent dispersion energy has become slightly more
negative (more attractive). This leads to the stabilization of the
global minimum (Br2A) relative to the planar structure (Br2C).
The increase in the electrostatic energy occurs because the two
water molecules are much closer to each other than they would
be without the presence of the anionic solute, but it should not
be a concern if the negatively charged solute is present. Note
that CCSD(T) single-point energies calculated at the MP2-
optimized geometries slightly favor Br2C relative to Br2A. It
is possible that fully optimized structures at the CCSD(T) level
of theory would agree better with the SAPT predictions than
do the CCSD(T) single-point energies.
For n ) 3, a minimum energy structure, Br3B (Figure 2),
can be found in which all three solvent molecules orient
themselves symmetrically around the solute such that each water
donates both hydrogen atoms in hydrogen bonds to the solute
anion. However, Br3B is not the lowest-energy structure. MP2
predicts that in the lowest-energy MP2 structure, Br3A in Figure
2, the third water molecule hydrogen bonds to another water
molecule rather than to the solute. However, CCSD(T) single-
point energies at the MP2 geometries predict that the lowest-
energy structure is, in fact, a third structure, Br3C, in which
one water molecule donates two hydrogen bonds to the solute
and accepts one hydrogen bond from another water molecule;
the other two water molecules hydrogen bond to both the solute
Figure 2. Lowest-energy structure and other low-lying minima for
BrHBr-(H2O)n for n ) 1 to 3. Each row contains one more water
molecule than the preceding row. The MP2 lowest-energy structure
found for each value of n is given first in each row. The two other
structures in each row are examples of higher-energy species. Relative
MP2 [CCSD(T)] energies are given in kilocalories per mole. A dotted
green line denotes hydrogen bonding.
TABLE 1: SAPT Energies in kilocalories per mole for
Structures Br2C and Br2A in Figure 2 without the Solute
Anion Present
Br2C Br2A
electrostatic energy 0.65 1.10
exchange energy 0.00 0.01
dispersion energy -0.01 -0.05
induction energy -0.01 -0.02
final energy 0.63 1.07
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and to each other. Because this CCSD(T)-predicted global
minimum uses all hydrogen atoms in hydrogen bonding, it does
seem reasonable that Br3C is the global minimum. Nonetheless,
Br3A and Br3B are only 0.7 and 1.6 kcal/mol, respectively,
higher in energy than Br3C at this level of theory.
For n ) 4, a local minimum (Br4B in Figure 3) can be found
that features four waters placed symmetrically around the solute,
with each donating two hydrogen bonds to the solute. Not
surprisingly, Br4B is not the global minimum for n ) 4. The
global minimum predicted by MP2, and confirmed by CCSD(T),
is labeled Br4A in Figure 3. In this structure, two water
molecules each donate both hydrogen atoms in hydrogen bonds
to the solute while simultaneously accepting a hydrogen bond
from (the same) third water molecule. The fourth water donates
one hydrogen bond to the water cluster and a second hydrogen
bond to one halide atom. Structure Br4A is 8.4 kcal/mol lower
in energy than Br4B at the CCSD(T) level of theory but only
1.7 kcal/mol lower than a third species, Br4C, that exhibits three
symmetrically displaced waters about the anion, with the fourth
water hydrogen bonding to two of the other waters. This
observation suggests the existence of steric hindrance among
the water molecules that prevents too many waters from directly
interacting with the solute. Placing three water molecules in
such a symmetric arrangement (e.g., Br4C) is energetically
competitive, but more than three waters does not appear to be
favorable. Note that only the three lowest-energy structures are
shown in the Figures. Other higher-energy isomers can be found
but are not shown in the Figures. Some of these species are
shown in the Supporting Information.
A symmetric structure for n ) 5 in which all five water
molecules donate both hydrogen atoms in hydrogen bonds to
the solute cannot be found as a minimum on the potential energy
surface. All attempts to find such a structure results in
optimizations to other, less-symmetric species. If symmetry is
used to constrain the geometry of the water molecules so that
such a structure is found, then one imaginary frequency exists.
Observing the mode of this imaginary frequency shows that
following it would break the symmetry of the structure.
Structure Br5A, the predicted global minimum shown in
Figure 3, has three symmetrically displaced water molecules
that donate both hydrogen atoms to hydrogen bonds to the
halides of the solute (similar to Br4C), whereas the remaining
two water molecules donate both of their hydrogen atoms in
such a way as to connect all of the solvent molecules in a
hydrogen bonding network. This structure uses all hydrogen
atoms in hydrogen bonding.
The global minimum structure for n ) 6 (Br6A in Figure 3)
arranges the solvent molecules such that all six water molecules
form a network of hydrogen bonds that resembles a prism. Four
of the water molecules hydrogen bond to the solute and to other
water molecules, whereas the remaining two waters hydrogen
bond exclusively with other water molecules. In contrast with
n ) 5, for n ) 6, a symmetric structure in which all water
hydrogen atoms donate hydrogen bonds to the solute was found
without imaginary frequencies. However, this structure is 20.0
kcal/mol higher in energy than the global minimum structure.
Structure Br6C has four waters symmetrically displaced about
the solute, with the remaining two waters forming hydrogen
bonds that connect symmetrically displaced water molecules.
However, Br6C is more than 9 kcal/mol higher in energy than
Br6A. This is consistent with the notion that four or more waters
arranged symmetrically about the solute causes too much steric
hindrance, thereby raising the energy relative to other isomers.
IHI-(H2O)n. The gas-phase IHI- anion (n ) 0, 2 in Figure
1) is linear with hydrogen-halide distances of 1.9 Å, compared
with the BrHBr- distances of 1.7 Å due to the presence of the
larger halide atoms.
For n ) 1, the global minimum structure (I1A in Figure 4)
and another higher-energy structure (I1B) look very similar to
those found for the BrHBr- solute. In I1A, the water molecule
donates two hydrogen atoms in hydrogen bonds to the solute,
which is in good agreement with the structure predicted both
experimentally and theoretically by Neumark et al. One differ-
ence between structures I1B and Br1B (Figure 2) is that the
water molecule in I1B seems to direct both of its hydrogen
atoms toward the solute rather than just one.
The two structures found for n ) 2 (Figure 4) closely
resemble the two structures found for BrHBr-(H2O)2. The global
minimum (I2A) is not planar and is very similar to Br2A. A
structure can be found that is entirely planar (I2B), but this
structure has one imaginary frequency. Tighter optimization of
I2B leads to I2A. I2A and I2B are very close in energy at both
the MP2 and CCSD(T) levels of theory; unlike BrHBr-, both
levels of theory agree that the planar structure is not the lowest-
energy structure. Although both levels of theory did not agree
qualitatively about the global minimum for BrHBr-(H2O)2, the
relative energies for these structures are very small and often
less than 1.0 kcal/mol. This may explain why MP2 and
CCSD(T) disagree regarding the planarity of BrHBr-(H2O)2 but
agree for IHI-(H2O)2.
For n ) 3, a structure in which the three water molecules
are symmetrically displaced about the solute (Figure 4, I3C)
with all six hydrogen atoms participating as donors in hydrogen
bonds, is a local minimum, but it is higher in energy than the
global minimum by 3.1 kcal/mol at the CCSD(T) level of theory.
The n ) 3 global minimum structure (I3A in Figure 4) is very
similar to that found for BrHBr-(H2O)3, with two waters
Figure 3. Global minima and several additional minima are given for
BrHBr-(H2O)n where n ) 4 to 6. The same notation as that in Figure
2 is used.
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donating hydrogen bonds and accepting hydrogen bonds from
the third water molecule.
Calculations on n ) 4 (Figure 5) predict that a symmetric
structure with all water hydrogen atoms donated in hydrogen
bonds to the solute is a local minimum (no imaginary frequen-
cies) but not the global minimum. This structure (I4C) is 6.4
kcal/mol higher in energy than the global minimum structure
(I4A). I4A is similar to the n ) 3 global minimum, except that
the fourth water molecule hydrogen bonds to the water cluster
via one hydrogen bond.
Just as for BrHBr-, the n ) 5 symmetric IHI- structure with
all water molecules donating their hydrogen atoms to the solute
for hydrogen bonding could not be located as a local minimum
without imaginary frequencies. For IHI-, the symmetric structure
has four imaginary frequencies. Examining these normal modes
shows that they will break the symmetry of the molecule if they
are followed. The global minimum structure (Figure 5, I5A)
favors hydrogen bonding between water molecules rather than
multiple interactions with the solute. None of the I-H-O angles
between the solute halide atoms and the hydrogen and oxygen
atoms of a water molecule are above 150°.
The predicted global minimum for IHI-(H2O)6 (Figure 5,
I6A) is very similar to that for BrHBr-(H2O)6. This global
minimum has four water molecules donating one hydrogen atom
each to the solute for hydrogen bonding, whereas the other
hydrogen atoms are donated to form another hydrogen bond
with a different water molecule. The remaining two water
molecules participate in water-water hydrogen bonds. It is
possible for four water molecules to donate all of their hydrogen
atoms for hydrogen bonding with the solute, as shown by
structure I6F (Figure 4 in the Supporting Information). However,
this structure is 8.2 kcal/mol higher in energy than the global
minimum. As for BrHBr-, a symmetric structure can be found
as a local minimum, but it is 22.1 kcal/mol higher in energy
than the global minimum structure.
Discussion
For clusters with more than two water molecules, for X )
Br, I, all water molecule hydrogen atoms may be donated to
the solute for hydrogen bonding. However, such structures do
not generally correspond to the global minimum geometries.
An analysis of this observation can be analyzed in part by
examining the Mulliken charge31-34 distribution on both the
solvated and unsolvated solute.
Table 2 shows the Mulliken charges for the BrHBr- solute
solvated by n ) 0 to 4 water molecules. The structures in Table
2 are those in which the waters are arranged symmetrically about
the solute and in which each water donates both of its hydrogen
atoms to hydrogen bonds with the solute. Specifically, the
species in the table are structure BrHBr- in Figure 1, structures
Br1A, Br2A, and Br3B in Figure 2, and structure Br4B in
Figure 3. As additional solvent molecules are added to the solute,
the total Mulliken charge on the solute itself does not change
significantly from the gas-phase value of -1. Therefore, the
total Mulliken charge on the solute is not the driving force for
the structural arrangement of the solvent molecules.
Figure 4. Structures and global minima for IHI-(H2O)n where n ) 1
to 3. MP2 and [CCSD(T)] relative energies are given relative to the
MP2 global minimum in kilocalories per mole. Figure 5. Global minima and sample structures for the IHI solute
solvated by n ) 4 to 6 water molecules.
TABLE 2: Mulliken Charges for BrHBr- Solvated by n ) 0
to 4 Symmetrically Arranged Water Molecules That Donate
All Hydrogen Atoms to the Solute for Hydrogen Bonding
n Br H total charge
0 -0.78 +0.56 -1.00
1 -0.75 +0.53 -0.96
2 -0.72 +0.50 -0.94
3 -0.68 +0.42 -0.94
4 -0.58 +0.20 -0.97
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The individual Mulliken charges on the Br and H atoms do
change significantly as the number of water molecules present
increases. In particular, the absolute values of the charges on
both the Br and H atoms all decrease. The Br charge increases
from the unsolvated value of -0.78 to -0.58 when n ) 4.
Concomitantly, the solute H atom charge decreases from +0.56
for the unsolvated solute to +0.20 for n ) 4. Therefore, as
solvent molecules are added, the excess electron density on the
Br atoms delocalizes onto the H atom. This delocalization is
likely to diminish the strong electrostatic (ion-molecule)
attraction between the solute and the solvent molecules. This
undoubtedly contributes to the reluctance of the solute to
accommodate more than a small number of solvent molecules
in an arrangement in which each solvent molecule contributes
both of its hydrogen atoms to hydrogen bonds. As the electron
density on the solute delocalizes, the waters also tend to form
more water-water H bonds.
The analysis of IHI- produces a similar qualitative picture,
as illustrated in Table 3. The structures chosen for this analysis
are I1A, I2A, and I3C in Figure 4 and I4C in Figure 5. The
total Mulliken charge on the solute molecule remains close to
the gas-phase value of -1 as water molecules are added. Also,
the charges on the individual I and H atoms in the solute remain
approximately at their gas-phase values as the number of water
molecules increases from 0 to 3. Of course, these charges are
already much smaller than those in BrHBr- (cf. Table 2);
however, when a fourth water molecule is added, the charge
on each I atom decreases to an absolute value of ∼0.45, and
the charge on the H atom becomes -0.18. Therefore, as for
BrHBr-, there is substantial delocalization of the electron density
as the number of associated solvent molecules increases. As
noted above, this electron density delocalization very likely
contributes to the inability of the solute to accommodate more
than a small number of water molecules.
Steric hindrance might also play a role in the relatively high
energy of the larger symmetric structures. The O-O distances
(in angstroms) within the symmetric structures are given in Table
4 for BrHBr-(H2O)n. The value for n ) 2 is smaller than that
for n ) 3 because of the favorable dispersion interaction
discussed previously. After n ) 3, the O-O distance decreases
for each successive value of n, as would be expected as the
structures become more crowded. Whereas the symmetric
structure for n ) 6 is free of imaginary frequencies, it is 20
kcal/mol higher than the global minimum, and the O-O distance
is only 3.39 Å. Therefore, in addition to the charge delocalization
noted above, steric interactions also play a role in destabilizing
the symmetric structures.
Total binding energies (TBEs) and differential binding
energies (DBEs) are given in kilocalories per mole for
BrHBr-(H2O)n in Table 5 and IHI-(H2O)n in Table 6. We
calculated these binding energies by first obtaining a Boltzmann-
averaged energy for each value of n. The TBE is the energy
difference between the bound cluster and the bare anion plus n
individual water molecules. The DBE is the predicted energy
difference as an additional water molecule is added to the cluster.
Excellent qualitative and quantitative agreement exists be-
tween the binding energies predicted by MP2 and CCSD(T)
for XHX-(H2O)n for both X ) Br, I. The largest difference in
the DBE between the two levels of theory is only 0.9 kcal/mol.
It is clear from the structures displayed in Figures 3 and 5 that
the first solvation shell is not complete for the n ) 6 global
minimum structure. Indeed, none of the low-energy n ) 6
structures are fully solvated. It is likely that the DBEs will not
settle to a uniform value until the first solvation shell is complete.
Antisymmetric X-H-X stretch infrared (IR) vibrational
frequencies are provided for every global minimum structure
in Table 7. These frequencies were obtained from the MP2
Hessian calculations. For instances in which MP2 and CCSD(T)
predict two different global minimum structures, the MP2 IR
frequencies are reported for both minima (Br2C and Br3C).
The unsolvated anions have only one IR-active mode. As the
number of water solvent molecules increases, the number of
frequencies with an antisymmetric X-H-X vibration increases.
This corresponds to a broadened experimental IR peak as the
cluster size grows. When multiple frequencies with an anti-
symmetric stretch characteristic are predicted in the Hessian,
they often lie very close to each other, and they are much more
intense than any of the nearby peaks in the IR spectrum.
Although the quantitative frequency values may be different
experimentally, it seems that the X-H-X antisymmetric
vibrational mode should be relatively easy to identify on the
basis of the predicted frequencies from the Hessians.
When studying the vibrational mode with the most intense
peak (Table 7), it is clear that most of the reported
TABLE 3: Mulliken Charges for the IHI- Molecule
Solvated by n ) 0 to 4 Symmetrically Arranged Water
Molecules
n I H total charge
0 -0.50 +0.01 -1.00
1 -0.51 +0.03 -0.99
2 -0.52 +0.05 -1.00
3 -0.51 +0.02 -1.00
4 -0.45 -0.18 -1.07
TABLE 4: O-O Internuclear Distances within the
Symmetric Displaced BrHBr-(H2O)n Structures Are Given in
angstroms As a Function of the Number of Water
Molecules, n
n O-O distance
2 4.79
3 5.39
4 4.39
5 3.73
6 3.39
TABLE 5: Total (TBE) and Differential (DBE) Binding
Energies for BrHBr-(H2O)n As a Function of the Number of
Water Molecules, n, At the MP2 and CCSD(T) Levels of
Theorya
n MP2 TBE MP2 DBE CCSD(T) TBE CCSD(T) DBE
1 -12.5 -12.5 -12.2 -12.2
2 -24.1 -11.6 -22.9 -10.7
3 -34.1 -10.0 -33.5 -10.6
4 -46.7 -12.7 -46.5 -13.0
5 -56.3 -9.6 -56.2 -9.7
6 -70.5 -14.2 -71.0 -14.9
a Energies in kilocalories per mole.
TABLE 6: MP2 and CCSD(T) Total (TBE) and Differential
(DBE) Binding Energies for IHI-[H2O]n As a Function of
the Number of Waters, na
n MP2 TBE MP2 DBE CCSD(T) TBE CCSD(T) DBE
1 -8.8 -8.8 -9.5 -9.5
2 -16.9 -8.1 -17.8 -8.3
3 -27.9 -11.1 -28.0 -10.2
4 -37.2 -9.2 -37.3 -9.3
5 -47.4 -10.3 -47.0 -9.7
6 -59.6 -12.1 -58.3 -11.4
a Energies in kilocalories per mole.
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BrHBr-(H2O)n frequencies lie between 680 and 800 cm-1 and
most of the IHI-(H2O)n frequencies lie between 630 and 800
cm-1. The one exception is Br3C, which has a predicted
X-H-X antisymmetric stretch at 1453.8 cm-1. A close
examination of Br3C in Figure 2 reveals that the bihalide
hydrogen atom lies closer to one bromine atom. The hydrogen
is 1.9 Å from the bromine on the left and 1.5 Å from the
bromine on the right. Because the hydrogen atom is not at an
equal distance between the two bromine atoms, the force
constant is different and the frequency is more like a
hydrogen-bromine stretch than a Br-H-Br antisymmetric
stretch.
Conclusions
BrHBr-(H2O)n and IHI-(H2O)n geometries were optimized
for n ) 1 to 6 at the MP2 level of theory. The water molecules
prefer to donate all of their hydrogen atoms to the solute for n
) 1,2. However, although this type of structure is a local
minimum for n ) 3,4, it is not a global minimum. For n ) 5,6,
this type of structure is not a minimum on the potential energy
surface. This is partially due to charge delocalization in the
solute anion and partially due to the increasing steric interactions
among the water molecules with increasing n.
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TABLE 7: Predicted IR Frequency of the Antisymmetric
X-H-X Stretch Vibrational Mode Is Provided for Every
MP2 and CCSD(T) Global Minimum Structurea
structure IR freq. no. of frequencies most intense
BrHBr- 680.0 1 680.0
Br1A 686.9 1 686.9
Br2A 688.6 1 688.6
Br2C 709.3 1 709.3
Br3A 692.9 1 692.9
Br3C 1453.8 1 1453.8
Br4A 695.1, 852.2 1 695.1
Br5A 695.5, 754.0 2 754.0
Br6A 678.8-789.5 4 789.5
IHI- 632.8 1 632.8
I1A 649.6 1 649.6
I2A 662.9 1 662.9
I3A 661.1, 754.4 2 661.1
I4A 679.2, 824.3 2 679.2
I5A 610.4, 668.7, 699.0 3 699.0
I6A 591.1-763.1 5 656.4,685.8
a All frequencies are given in units of inverse centimeters. When
more than one antisymmetric vibrational mode was predicted, the
range of values is given along with the total number of modes in
the range and the frequency of the mode that is predicted to have
the greatest intensity. All structures are given separately in the
Figures.
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